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ABSTRACT

We present high-resolution observations of a flaring event in the M8 dwarf vB 10 using the near-

infrared Habitable zone Planet Finder (HPF) spectrograph on the Hobby Eberly Telescope (HET).

The high stability of HPF enables us to accurately subtract a VB 10 quiescent spectrum from the

flare spectrum to isolate the flare contributions, and study the changes in the relative energy of the

Ca II infrared triplet (IRT), several Paschen lines, the He 10830 Å triplet lines, and select iron and

magnesium lines in HPF’s bandpass. Our analysis reveals the presence of a red asymmetry in the

He 10830 Å triplet; which is similar to signatures of coronal rain in the Sun. Photometry of the

flare derived from an acquisition camera before spectroscopic observations, and the ability to extract

spectra from up-the-ramp observations with the HPF infrared detector, enables us to perform time-

series analysis of part of the flare, and provide coarse constraints on the energy and frequency of such

flares. We compare this flare with historical observations of flares around vB 10 and other ultracool
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M dwarfs, and attempt to place limits on flare-induced atmospheric mass loss for hypothetical planets

around vB 10.

Keywords: stellar flares, exoplanets, red dwarf flare stars, exoplanet atmospheres, stellar activity,

optical flares

1. INTRODUCTION

Stellar flares are a common phenomenon around M

dwarfs. These transient events take place when mag-

netic field lines reconnect in the upper atmosphere of the

star. This converts a large amount of magnetic energy

to kinetic energy of electrons, and ions, which is then re-

distributed across the electromagnetic spectrum. These

non-thermal accelerated electrons collide with the cold,

thick lower chromosphere and upper photosphere, and

emit a white light continuum, which is approximately a

blackbody of temperature 10,000 K (Mochnacki & Zirin

1980; Kahler et al. 1982; Kowalski et al. 2015). This

blackbody emission dominates in the blue/visible over

the M dwarf continuum, and is typically accompanied

with high energy X-ray and UV radiation.

Flares around M dwarfs have been studied photomet-

rically since the 1940s (van Maanen 1940; Joy & Hu-

mason 1949), with the first spectroscopic observations

following soon after (Herbig 1956). Kunkel (1970) pre-

sented a two-component spectral model consisting of hy-

drogen recombination similar to Solar flares, as well as

a second component which follows shortly after: an im-

pulsive component that heats the photosphere. How-

ever, this model does not include the spectral features

observed during flares such as line emission. While the

continuum emission is typically that of a blackbody of

∼ 10, 000 K, the emission lines can include H, He, and

Ca ionic species at chromospheric temperatures1.

Studies of M dwarf flares using high resolution spec-

troscopy are sparse due to the challenges associated with

their faintness, which is an even bigger problem for ul-

tracool dwarfs. High resolving power (R ∼ 110, 000)

spectra were obtained for the M7 dwarf vB 8 by Mart́ın

(1999) covering a bandpass spanning about 5400 Å –

10600 Å. These observations showed the rise and fall of

the He I D3 line as well as the Na I doublet during the

flare of this cool dwarf. Crespo-Chacón et al. (2006)

obtained medium resolution optical spectra (3500 Å –

7200 Å) for the active M3 star AD Leo to study the

chromospheric lines during multiple flares. High resolu-

tion (R ∼ 60, 000) optical spectra (3600 Å – 10800 Å)

were obtained for the M4 dwarf GJ 699 (Barnard’s star;

1 For an introduction to M dwarf flares, refer to Reid & Hawley
(2000).

Paulson et al. 2006), which showed Stark broadening for

the Balmer lines. Schmidt et al. (2007) observed a flare

for the M7 dwarf 2MASS J1028404–143843 in the red-

optical (6000 Å – 10000 Å) covering Hα, and some of

the Paschen lines . Fuhrmeister et al. (2008) studied a

flare around the M5.5 dwarf CN Leo using observations

spanning 3000Å – 10500 Å, at R ∼ 40, 000. These ob-

servations identified not just a range of chromospheric

lines in emission, but also continuum enhancement and

line asymmetry. Fuhrmeister et al. (2007) obtained si-

multaneous observations of flaring activity around the

M5.5 dwarf CN Leo spanning 3000Å – 10500 Å, at

R ∼ 40, 000, as well as X-ray data from XMM Newton.

Fuhrmeister et al. (2011) observed a flare in the optical

at (R ∼ 45, 000) around Proxima Centauri, the clos-

est star to the Sun, which was contemporaneous with

observations in the X-ray. Using these measurements,

they also discuss theoretical models to constraint the

chromospheric properties of the star during the flare.

Honda et al. (2018) reported observations of a stellar

flare around EV Lac (M4) spanning 6350Å – 6800 Å at

R ∼ 10, 000, covering Hα and the He I lines. They stud-

ied the line asymmetries associated with the wings of

Hα associated with different stages of the flare. Kowal-

ski et al. (2019) reported NUV (2444Å – 2841Å) spec-

troscopic observations of the M4 dwarf GJ 1243, which

showed an increase in the broadband continuum during

flare events. Recently, Muheki et al. (2020) studied AD

Leo at R ∼ 35, 000 from 4536Å – 7592 Å to gain insight

into flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs).

Guedel & Benz (1993) suggest that the plasma heat-

ing, and X-ray luminosities from particle accelerations

during the quiescent phase should dramatically change

around the M7 spectral subtype. Yet, the spectral prop-

erties of flares around ultracool dwarfs are similar to

those around earlier M dwarfs. Lacy et al. (1976) (for an

updated plot, see Osten et al. (2012)), showed that the

average flare energy release rate and average flare energy

are correlated with the quiescent bolometric luminosity

of the star, yet we see flares for ultracool dwarfs that re-

lease energy comparable to their bolometric luminosity.

The growing suite of instruments (HPF, CARMENES,

SPIROU, MAROON-X, IRD, NIRPS; Mahadevan et al.

2014; Quirrenbach et al. 2014; Seifahrt et al. 2016; Do-

nati et al. 2020; Kotani et al. 2018; Wildi et al. 2017)

searching for planets around M dwarfs using high res-
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NIR observations of a flaring vB 10 3

olution doppler spectrographs in the optical and NIR,

offers an increasing volume of spectra that is useful for

serendipitous stellar flare observations (e.g., Fuhrmeis-

ter et al. 2020) to answer these open questions about

flares around ultracool dwarfs.

Not only are M dwarfs the most common spectral type

of stars in the Galaxy (Henry et al. 2006), but also they

typically host more than one rocky exoplanet (Dressing

& Charbonneau 2015; Mulders et al. 2015; Hardegree-

Ullman et al. 2019). They present favourable targets for

planet detection due to their smaller radii and masses

compared to Solar type stars (Scalo et al. 2007; Irwin

et al. 2015), and are also favourable for planetary atmo-

spheric characterization (Batalha et al. 2019). Under-

standing the occurrence and energetics of flares around

M dwarfs is crucial not just from a stellar astrophysics

perspective, but also to understand the stellar environ-

ment influencing the evolution of exoplanets and their

atmospheres (Luger et al. 2015; Cuntz & Guinan 2016;

Owen & Mohanty 2016; McDonald et al. 2019).

In this work, we present observations and analysis of

high resolution NIR spectra of vB 10, which were ob-

tained with HPF on the 10 m HET, where a stellar flare

was serendipitously detected. In Section 2, we discuss

the target and previous studies associated with its flar-

ing activity. In Section 3, we discuss the observations,

and processing performed on the spectra, while in Sec-

tion 4, we discuss photometric observations that are al-

most contemporaneous with the spectra, and help us es-

timate the continuum enhancement during this flare. In

Section 5, we detail the analysis performed on the spec-

tral lines seen in the vB 10 flares, and place it in context

of other flares seen around similar stars. In Section 6, we

estimate the bolometric luminosity of the flare, as well

as its frequency. We also discuss implications of such

flares on planetary atmosphere escape, and conclude in

Section 7.

2. VB 10

vB 10 (GJ 752 B, 2MASS J19165762+0509021), dis-

covered by van Biesbroeck in 1944 (van Biesbroeck

1944), is a relatively slowly rotating (v sin i ∼ 2.7 km/s;

Reiners et al. 2018), fully convective M8 star (Liebert

et al. 1978; Kirkpatrick et al. 1995) with a log (Lbol/L�)

of -3.36 (Tinney et al. 1993).

Flares on very cool M dwarfs have been known since

Herbig (1956) first discovered dramatic brightening in

Balmer lines & Ca II H&K in vB 10. It also has an ex-

tensive history of multi-wavelength flare observations:

Linsky et al. (1995) observed a flare in UV chromo-

spheric and transition region lines with the Goddard

High Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS) on the Hubble

Space Telescope (HST ). Fleming et al. (2000) first re-

ported an X ray flare from vB 10, whereas Berger et al.

(2008) conducted simultaneous X-ray, UV, and optical

observations and observed several flares on vB 10.

3. HPF SPECTROSCOPY

HPF (Mahadevan et al. 2012, 2014) is a NIR cross-

dispersed echelle spectrograph (R ∼ 55, 000) spanning

8100 - 12800 Å. It is located at HET, McDonald Obser-

vatory, Texas, USA (Ramsey et al. 1998), and is an envi-

ronmentally stabilized (Stefansson et al. 2016), fiber-fed

spectrograph (Kanodia et al. 2018). vB 10 was observed

as part of the long term HPF monitoring and guaran-

teed time of observation (GTO) program which began

in April 2018. Each visit included two individual expo-

sures with a total exposure time of 945 s, in sampling

up-the-ramp (SUTR) mode where each sub-frame has an

integration time of 10.6 s, and all these non-destructive-

readout (NDR) frames are combined to calculate a single

2D flux image on the detector. This allows us to recon-

struct the change in the measured spectra as a function

of time.

As part of these observations2, spectra were obtained

for vB 10 during a flare on 2019 August 20 (JDUTC ∼
2458715.75) for 2x 945 s exposures starting 05:40 UTC

. These observations are summarized in Table 1.

We use the algorithms from HxRGproc (Ninan et al.

2018) for bias noise removal, nonlinearity correction,

cosmic-ray correction, and slope/flux and variance im-

age calculation of the raw HPF data. This variance

estimate is used to calculate the S/N of each HPF ex-

posure (Table 1). In addition, we flat correct the data,

and extract it following the procedures in Ninan et al.

(2018), and Metcalf et al. (2019). After extracting the

2D spectrum to a 1D flux vs wavelength grid, we cor-

rect for telluric absorption as well as emission lines, and

then shift the spectrum to the stellar rest frame. We

then flux calibrate the spectrum, and correct for the

chromatic instrument response. Finally, we subtract a

quiescent phase spectrum from the flare spectrum to

quantify the emission during the flare. The procedure

for this is detailed in Section Appendix A. All HPF

spectra shown and discussed in this manuscript are in

vacuum wavelengths.

4. HET ACQUISITION CAMERA (ACAM)

PHOTOMETRY

As part of the target acquisition at HET, vB 10

was observed on the HET Acquisition camera (ACAM),

2 Observations from April 2018 to October 2020 were analyzed for
this work.
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Table 1. Summary of the HPF observations analyzed in this manuscript

Object JDUTCa S/Nb Exp.Time Comment

vB 10 2019 Aug 20 05:40 105 945s Flare - T1

vB 10 2019 Aug 20 05:57 119 945s Flare - T2

vB 10 2018 Sept 24 03:20 132 945s Template

vB 10 2018 Sept 24 03:36 144 945s Template

HR 3437 2018 Nov 22 11:36 398 330s Inst. Response A0

16 Cyg B 2020 Mar 24 11:41 271 202s x5 Inst. Response G3

aStart of HPF exposure

bPer 1D extracted pixel, calculated as the median S/N for HPF order index
18 (∼ 10630 Å – 10770 Å)

Figure 1. Relative photometry of vB 10 as seen by HET ACAM, with a typical error of ∼ 5% on each point. The inset shows
the acquisition photometry preceding T1, with the span of the HPF observations marked with the dashed lines. We see a 12%
enhancement in the photometry preceding the HPF observing window (marked with the dashed lines), while our median error
of ∼ 5% is also plotted for representative purposes. Since the photometry is consistently elevated across 15 ACAM exposures
to ∼ 12% before T1, we do not attribute this enhancement to a statistical anomaly, and discuss the implications in Section 6.2.

which has a field of view of 3.5′ × 3.5′. Typical HPF ac-

quisition includes a few ACAM images before the HPF

exposures to locate the target, and then move it to the

HPF telescope fiber (Kanodia et al. 2018), and also one

ACAM image after the HPF exposure. The images were

taken using the SDSS i′ filter3 with exposure times vary-

ing between 3 – 10 s, and 1 × 1 on-chip binning. We

use these ACAM images to perform differential aperture

photometry on vB 10 and search for any enhancement

in the broadband continuum during the flare. The pro-

cedure followed to reduce the photometry is detailed in

Appendix Section B.

3 Centered at 7718 Å with a FWHM of 1564 Å.

We show the photometry from the HET ACAM in

Figure 1. An ACAM sequence of exposures spanning

∼ 3 minutes was taken preceding T1, which ended un-

der 1 minute before the start of the HPF exposure (Flare

- T1; Table 1). Additionally, one ACAM exposure was

taken about 1 minute after the end of the HPF expo-

sure (Flare - T2). We note that the fluxes during this

sequence of exposures before T1 are about ∼ 12% higher

than the median normalized baseline over the entire ob-

serving sequence. The implications of this continuum

enhancement are discussed in Section 6.2.

5. RESULTS FOR ACTIVITY SENSITIVE

FEATURES
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Table 2. List of the lines in emission that are analyzed , with the fluxes measured as
described in Section 5, with a typical uncertainty on the fluxes of ∼ 15%. All wavelengths
listed below are in the stellar rest framein vacuum, and corrected to the stellar rest frame
(Kramida 2010). . A machine readable version of this table is included with this manuscript.

Atomic HPF Order Wavelength Line Integral Flux Luminosity

(Angstrom) (×10−14 ergs s−1 cm−2) (×1025 ergs/s)

Line Indexa Vacuum Air T1 T2 T1 T2

Ca II 3 8500.4 8498 3.01 2.08 12.04 8.32

Ca II 4 8544.4 8542.1 3.02 2.27 12.08 9.08

Ca II 5 8664.5 8662.1 2.31 1.87 9.24 7.48

Fe I 5 8691 8688.6 0.208 0.152 0.83 0.61

Pa 12b 5 8752.9 8750.3 0.296 0.224 1.18 0.90

Mg I 6 8809.2 8806.8 0.215 0.248 0.86 0.99

Fe I 6 8826.6 8824.2 0.214 0.213 0.86 0.85

Pa 11b 6 8865.2 8862.9 0.524 0.402 2.10 1.61

Pa 7 (δ)b 14 10052.1 10049.4 1.48 0.999 5.92 4.00

He Ib 19 10832.1 10829.1 1.28 1.1 5.12 4.4

He Ib 19 10833.2 10830.2 1.54 1.42 6.16 5.68

He Ib 19 10833.3 10830.3 1.54 1.42 6.16 5.68

Pa 6 (γ)b 19 10941.1 10938.1 1.75 1.08 7.00 4.32

aZero indexed HPF orders

bLorentzian Fit

In this section we discuss the fluxes measured from

the subtracted spectrum of the activity sensitive features

during the stellar flare observed in vB 10 with HPF. Op-

timized to obtain precise radial velocities on mid-to-late

M dwarfs, the HPF bandpass covers the Ca II infrared

triplet (IRT), as well as the He I 10830 Å transitions.

Additionally, it spans the wavelength range of Pa γ (Pa

6) through the Paschen jump. That said, most of the

Paschen lines are either contaminated by water vapour,

or in the case of the higher Paschen transitions, not seen.

We also see several atomic lines in emission during the

flare.

All the spectra discussed hereafter are telluric cor-

rected (Section A.1), shifted to the stellar rest frame

(Section A.2), response corrected (Section A.3), flux cal-

ibrated (Section A.4), and quiescent phase subtracted

(Section A.5). This enables us to measure the energy

emitted in these spectral features during the flare. In

Table 2, we list the lines we analyzed, and also the

measured fluxes for these lines during the two HPF ob-

servations . The fluxes are measured by performing a

Gaussian fit to calcium, iron and magnesium lines, and

a Lorentzian fit to the Paschen and Helium lines. We

propagate the error from the raw spectra, and calculate

a final statistical error for the line fluxes to be ∼ 1%,

which is consistent with the S/N of the observed spectra

∼ 100 (per 1D extracted pixel, calculated as the median

S/N for HPF order index 18 (∼ 10630 Å – 10770 Å)).

(Table 1). However to be conservative we also ascribe a

systematic error of 15% to the flux estimates based on

the response correction (Section A.3).

We also compare the central wavelength from the line

fit to the rest wavelength (Kramida 2010), and find the

fits consistent with zero velocity offsets, with an abso-

lute upper limit equivalent to the instrument resolution

at ∼ 5 km/s. This indicates the absence of bulk flow-

ing material during the flare. This is consistent with the

interpretation that these observations are during the de-

cay phase of the flare (Section 5.1). Unlike Fuhrmeister

et al. (2008, 2011), and Honda et al. (2018), we do not

find any asymmetries in the Ca lines, while noting a

weak red asymmetry excess for the Pa 6 (γ) line). Ad-

ditionally, we discuss a red asymmetry seen in the He

triplet in Section 5.3. In addition, we also reconstruct

the temporal evolution of the fluxes across each 945 s

exposure by using the SUTR sub frames across 3x in-

tervals of 315 s each.
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Table 3. Gaia EDR3 parallax measurements (Collabo-
ration et al. 2021)

Name Gaia EDR3 ID Parallax Distance

mas parsec

vB 10 4293315765165489536 168.9 5.92

2M0149 302525062400087936 42.4 23.6

2M1028 3752240939122060160 28.9 34.6

There are very few reported observations to date of

flares on ultracool M dwarfs at high spectral resolution,

and even fewer that include the NIR HPF bandpass.

Schmidt et al. (2012) report on some of the first NIR

observations using TripleSpec at the ARC 3.5 m tele-

scope, but have very limited overlap with HPF, and

report no IR data on vB 8, their latest spectral type

target. The closest comparison to our vB 10 spectrum

comes from flare observations reported by Liebert et al.

(1999) for 2MASSW J0149090+295613 (an M9.5 dwarf,

hereafter referred to as 2M0149), as well as from Schmidt

et al. (2007) for 2MASS J1028404–143843 (an M7 dwarf,

hereafter referred to as 2M1028). We contrast our HPF

vB 10 observations with these two datasets that span a

bandpass from blue-wards of Hα to about 1 µm, albeit

at a much lower spectral resolution. In addition, they

also bracket vB 10 (M8) in spectral type.

5.1. Ca Infrared Triplet

The Ca II IRT lines are a relatively well studied ac-

tivity indicator in M dwarfs as well as other stars with

solar like magnetic activity. Martin et al. (2017) mea-

sure the flux excess for a number of G and K stars after

subtracting the spectrum of an inactive template star.

They demonstrate that the IRT is well correlated with

the traditional activity indicators based on Ca II H& K

lines, such as R’HK and SMWO. Based on optical spec-

tra for the M5.5 dwarf Proxima Centauri, Robertson

et al. (2016) show a correlation between the IRT and

Hα. Schöfer et al. (2019) also use the spectral subtrac-

tion methods with the extensive CARMENES (Quirren-

bach et al. 2014) M dwarf dataset to study the correla-

tion between the IRT and other lines. The IRT is the

strongest activity indicator in the HPF bandpass. The

quiescent subtracted spectrum for the IRT is shown in

Figure 2.

We also compare the flux emitted in the IRT in vB

10 with 2M0149 and 2M1028 for the strongest line

8544.4 Å . Normalized for distance (Table 3), the flux in

2M1028 appears to be 54× stronger, and the emission

seen in 2M0149 is about 2× stronger. The ratio of the

IRT lines, and particularly of 8544.4 Å, the strongest,

to 8500.4 Å, the weakest, is a useful indicator of stel-

lar activity. This ratio is typically 9.1 in solar promi-

nences (Landman & Illing 1977), and 1.7 in a solar flare

observed with the Lick Hamilton Echelle (Johns-Krull

et al. 1997). In active binaries, the ratio of residual

emission in the 8544 line to the 8500 line is typically 1.2

to 1.6 (Hall & Ramsey 1992; Montes et al. 2000).

The flare observations yield a line ratio for 8544/8500

∼ 1 for the first observation which increases to 1.1 for

the second. This indicates the flare was optically thick

during this phase, while softening. This is further cor-

roborated by the decreasing fluxes as discussed in Sec-

tion 5.6. The ratio of the other IRT lines 8544/8665 is

∼ 1.3 for the first and 1.2 for the second observation.

We note that it is un-physical for the ratio of 8544/8500

to be less than the 8544/8665 ratio4, however these ra-

tios are consistent given the flux uncertainty of ∼ 15%

detailed in Section A.3, especially in Order 3 with the

instrument response asymmetry.

For 2M1028, the ratios of 8544/8500, and 8544/8665

are ∼ 1.36 and ∼ 1.34 respectively. Similarly, for

2M0149, the ratios are ∼ 1.48 and ∼ 1.32 respectively.

It is clear from the IRT fluxes, that the material creat-

ing the excess emission in vB 10 is optically thick, and

the decaying nature (both in strength and optical thick-

ness5) supports that it is a flare event.

5.2. Paschen lines

There are several Paschen lines which fall within

the HPF bandpass, of which Pa 12, Pa 11, Pa 7 (δ),

and Pa 6 (γ)6 are measured to be in emission during

the flare without significant telluric contamination (Ta-

ble 2). The aforementioned studies for 2M1028 and

2M0149, as for the IRT, remain the best comparisons.

Observations of Paschen emission in a Solar White-Light

flare from April 1981 are discussed by Neidig & Wiborg

(1984), and are in the context of detecting the Paschen

continuum. Figure 3 shows the HPF vB 10 quiescent

subtracted spectrum for these Pa lines during the flare.

We note the broad wings present in the Paschen lines,

4 According to Landman & Illing (1977), the ratio of intensities for
the IRT when optically thin should be 1/9 : 1 : 1/2, respectively.
Therefore, the 8662 Å line should be 4-5 x stronger than the
8500 Å line when optically thin; conversely under optically thick
conditions they should be of similar intensities.

5 As the material that is creating the excess emission reduces in
density with time, the line ratios increase, thereby tending to-
wards being optically thin; simultaneously the line fluxes are also
diminishing as shown in Figure 9.

6 Pa 5 (β) falls just redwards of the HPF bandpass.
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Figure 2. Quiescent subtracted spectrum from HPF showing the emission in the Ca IRT seen in vB 10 . The dashed lines
mark the rest position of each line. The two different colours indicate the successive HPF observations.

Figure 3. Quiescent subtracted spectrum from HPF showing the Pa lines seen in emission in vB 10 . The dashed lines mark
the rest position of each line. Blue and orange depict the two observations — T1 and T2 respectively.

which resemble the broad Balmer lines observed in a

flare around GJ 699 by Paulson et al. (2006), which

is indicative of linear Stark broadening (Paulson et al.

2006).

The temporal decay for the Pa 6 line is discussed in

Section 5.6. We also look at the relative decrement in

the Paschen lines, plotting the normalized fluxes of the

lines vs. the quantum number of the upper level of the

Paschen transition (Figure 4). We choose to normalize

with respect to Pa 7 (δ) in this case because it is the

lowest level that is common to vB 10 and 2M0149. The

overlap in Paschen lines between the 2M1028 flare and

the flare discussed here is too small, and is not included

here. We note that Pa 6 (γ) in vB 10 lies below the

reference line (Figure 4), showing evidence of saturation.

5.3. He I triplet

The He 10830 Å triplet is one of the strongest emis-

sion features we see in the flare spectrum (Figure 5).

We note that the ratio of T2/T1 for the triplet is simi-

lar to the other emission lines we observe (Figure 9). We
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Figure 4. The relative decrement of the vB 10 spectrum
(blue and orange), compared to the 2M0149 observations
(red). The reference line (black) is the Pa line decrement
(Osterbrock 1989) normalized to Pa 7.

Figure 5. Quiescent subtracted spectrum from HPF show-
ing the He triplet lines seen in emission in vB 10. The dashed
lines mark the rest position of each line. The two different
colours indicate the successive HPF observations. The triplet
is one of the strongest emission features we see in the HPF
spectra, and is consistent with being optically thick.

note that unlike the gradual He I line decay reported by

Schmidt et al. (2012) for a flare around EV Lac (Figure

4), our data indicates a relatively rapid decay in the He

fluxes. The two red triplet lines at 10833.2 Å (Vacuum;

Air = 10830.3 Å) are blended, while the weaker bluer

line is clearly distinguished (Figure 7). In the optically

thin regime, the ratio of Iblue/Ired is ∼ 0.127. We per-

form a three component Voigt fit to the He I emission

7 The line strengths are proportional to the product of the Einstein
coefficient Aji, and the degeneracy gj . Therefore, Iblue/Ired ∼
(Ablue · gblue) / (Ared1 · gred1 + Ared1 · gred2) ∼ 0.12 (Kramida
et al. 2020)

using astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2018); in

addition the model includes a Gaussian component to

fit the red excess discussed in the next section. With

the two red components of the triplet separated by just

0.1 Å, there exists a degeneracy in the estimation of

their widths and amplitudes. We obtained the best fit

to the Helium excess when the two red components were

bound to have the same amplitude and widths. Com-

paring the integrated area under each line, we obtain a

ratio for Iblue/Ired of ∼ 0.35, which is consistent with

being optically thick.

Fuhrmeister et al. (2019) and Fuhrmeister et al. (2020)

report on the extensive He 10830 Å data set from the

CARMENES survey, where the average of vB 10 obser-

vations are reported. In the 2020 paper, they explore

the He 10830 Å variability and discuss some cases of

flaring, but not specifically for ultracool dwarfs.

5.4. Other lines seen in emission

In addition to the more familiar activity sensitive fea-

tures discussed above, we also observe other atomic fea-

tures listed in Table 1, that we could reliably measure

fluxes for. The two Fe I multiplet lines at 8691 and 8826
Å were also observed by Fuhrmeister et al. (2008) in CN

Leo, and were ∼ 10× stronger. The Mg I line at 8809
Å was also observed to be ∼ 30× stronger in the CN Leo

flare. The strength difference between the two flares is

not surprising, since the CN Leo observation were close

to the flare peak, and as mentioned before, the vB 10

data is in the decay phase of the flare.

5.5. Red Asymmetry

We note the excess emission in the red wing of the

He I triplet at ∼ 10836 Å(Figure 7), which can be at-

tributed to downward mass motion, due to either chro-

mospheric condensation (Ichimoto & Kurokawa 1984;

Canfield et al. 1990; Graham & Cauzzi 2015; Graham

et al. 2020) or coronal rain (Antolin & Rouppe van der

Voort 2012; Judge et al. 2015; Lacatus et al. 2017; Ruan

et al. 2021) depending on the temporal morphology of

the emission. Coronal rain is typically seen in the grad-

ual phase of the flare (similar to our T1-T2 observa-

tions). Conversely, chromospheric condensation is gen-

erally observed in the impulsive phase, even though

there have been solar observations that show that this is

not always the case Graham et al. (2020). Given that we

do not see a similar asymmetry in the Ca IRT, we infer

this emission to be originating from the upper chromo-

sphere or corona.

We fit the red excess with a Gaussian, and estimate

the velocity offset for this feature (to the primary lines)

to be ∼ 70 km/s (Figure 7), which is consistent with
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Figure 6. Quiescent subtracted spectrum from HPF showing the metal lines seen in emission in vB 10 . The dashed lines mark
the rest position of each line. The blue and orange lines indicate T1 and T2 respectively.

Figure 7. Voigt fit to the He triplet emission for T1 (Figure 5), showing the three components, as well as excess emission at the
red wing of the triplet (∼ 10836 Å). The rest wavelength for each line is marked with a dashed line. The shaded grey regions
indicate where the telluric model (Section A.1) shows > 10% telluric absorption (before correction) , and are masked while
fitting the line profiles. Similarly, the green regions mark the sky emission lines. We also fit the red excess with a Gaussian and
find the peak of the red components at about (10835.5 Å). The red excess seen here is about 30% in magnitude to the total He
I triplet emission.

the average of 60 – 70 km/s measured by Antolin &

Rouppe van der Voort (2012); Lacatus et al. (2017) and

∼ 100 km/s by Fuhrmeister et al. (2018). Using this fit

we estimate the standard deviation of the Gaussian to

be 1.4 Å (corresponding to a kT temperature of 22,000

K), and the flux emitted in this red excess to be ∼ 30%

of the He I triplet. We also perform a similar analy-

sis for the 2nd HPF visit on this flare – T2, and ob-

tain a similar velocity offset, width, and flux ratio. We

do not measure an appreciable evolution in the velocity

of this asymmetry in the higher time resolution (albeit

lower S/N) SUTR time series, which is also consistent
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Figure 8. Similar to the fit for the He I triplet, we fit a
Voigt profile to the Pa 6 (γ) line and note a very weak excess
over the red wing of the Pa line. The rest velocity for the Pa
line is marked by the dashed line. The shaded grey regions
indicate regions where the telluric model (Section A.1) shows
> 10% telluric absorption (before correction) and is masked
during line fitting, whereas the green regions mark the sky
emission lines. Note that the wavelength limits in this plot
are larger than Figure 3, to illustrate the the wings of the
line.

with the coronal rain hypothesis (Graham et al. 2020).

This also agrees with solar coronal rain measurements

in post-flare loops, which follow 40 – 80 minutes after

the impulsive phase in the form of sudden condensation

events (Figures 1 and 2 ; Ruan et al. 2021). Simulations

for the Sun indicate the occurrence of quasi-periodic pul-

sations (QPPs) in plasma after such coronal rain events

(Ruan et al. 2021), which have been observed around M

dwarfs, most recently using photometry (Ramsay et al.

2021) from the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite

(TESS; Ricker et al. 2014).

We also note a possible weak excess redwards (∼ 50 –

150 km/s) of Pa 6 (γ) (Figure 8) that is not detected for

the other Pa lines. While further inference is impeded
by artefacts from telluric correction, we fit a Gaussian

of width similar to that of the He triplet (1.4 Å) to this

asymmetry in the Pa line, and note a velocity offset of

∼ 50 km/s, with the flux emitted in the red excess to

be ∼ 15% that of the Pa line.

5.6. Temporal evolution of atomic lines

These observations span the gradual decay phase

when the lines are reducing in strength. Figure 9 shows

the decay for the Ca IRT, an iron line, the He triplet,

as well as the Pa 6 line, and can be compared to Fig-

ure 4 from Schmidt et al. (2012). In particular we note

that while the He triplet fluxes decay slower than the

other lines in their flare spectra of EV Lac, our analy-

sis for vB 10 shows that this is not always true, with

Figure 9. We split the 945 s HPF NDR exposure into 3 sub-
exposures of 315 s each. For each of the lines, we show the
normalized fluxes for the 6 HPF exposures as a function of
exposure midpoint. We fit a linear decay to the 315 s fluxes,
the average slope of which is about -1.5% min−1. The fluxes
for the NDR exposures are calculated by summing across a 2
Å window for the Calcium and Iron lines, and a 5 Å window
for the Pashen lines and Helium triplet. The window is nar-
row enough that relative change in the instrument response
across that window is negligible, and hence the errorbars de-
picted in this plot are based on the propagated variance for
each line.

Figure 9 showing that all the lines analyzed here have

similar rates of decay.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1. Estimating Hα fluxes

6.1.1. Using the Ca II IRT to estimate Hα

The Hα transition is one of the most common diag-

nostics for flares in M dwarfs8. The literature on flare

spectra in M dwarfs is extensive but heavily weighted to-

wards earlier spectral sub-types and visible wavelengths.

While that for the ultracool M dwarfs is even more

sparse — Berger et al. (2008) summarize extensive opti-

cal data in the region 3840 – 6680 Å at ∼ 5.5 Å spectral

resolution, as part of a multi-wavelength study of activ-

ity in very cool M dwarfs. The 2M1028 and 2M0149 flare

observations are unique for late M dwarfs because they

both have Ca II IRT and Hα data simultaneously during

a flare event. Since the HPF bandpass does not include

Hα, we use these observations to obtain a relation be-

tween Hα and IRT fluxes for similar stars during flares,

and by doing so, seek to compare the HPF observations

of the vB 10 flare with other similar events.

8 For M dwarfs, measurements of the Ca II H&K lines are limited
by the faintness of the nearby pseudocontinuum.
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We do not use the Lline / Lbol values reported with

these flare observations, since the luminosity estimates

are based on obsolete parallax measurements. We in-

stead use Gaia EDR3 parallax measurements (Table 3)

for these three targets (vB 10, 2M1028 and 2M0149).

To get a scaling of FIRT to FHα for 2M0149 we take

the ratio of Hα fluxes to the sum of the three IRT fluxes.

The average of this scaling factors for the four observa-

tions from Liebert et al. (1999) Table 1 is 6.68. Following

the same procedure for 2M1028 yields a factor of 6.64.

We use an average of the scaling factor from 2M0149

and 2M1028, i.e., 6.66.

To estimate the Hα flux , we add the three IRT fluxes

for T1 to obtain a total of 8.34 ×10−14 ergs s−1cm−2,

multiplying which by 6.66 gives a vB 10 Hα estimate

of 56 ×10−14 ergs s−1cm−2. The T2 fluxes are about

75% of the first spectrum. These extrapolated Hα fluxes

are comparable to the fourth and weakest observation

reported by Liebert et al. (1999) for 2M0149, and about

2% of the values reported by Schmidt et al. (2007) for

2M1028. Conversely, Hα fluxes reported by Berger et al.

(2008) are about 3–4× weaker than our estimates for vB

10.

6.1.2. Using the Pa lines to estimate Hα

We also use the Paschen lines to estimate the Hα flux

for vB 10. We continuum subtract the 2M0149 spectrum

(Liebert et al. 1999, Table 1), and average the ratio of

Hα to Pa 7 (δ) across their four observations to obtain

a ratio of 19. Multiplying this ratio to the Pa 7 (δ)

flux from Table 2 - T1, estimates the Hα flux to be 25

×10−14 ergs s−1cm−2, which is ∼ 2× lower than that

obtained from the IRT analysis.

6.2. Energy released during the flare

We follow a procedure similar to Gizis et al. (2017),

to estimate the bolometric energy released during the

decay phase of this flare from the HET ACAM photom-

etry. We use BT Settl model spectrum (Allard et al.

2012) at 2700 K (vB 10 Teff = 2745 K; Fouqué et al.

2018), which is scaled to the 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003)

J mag = 9.9 (Section A.4). To simulate the flare spec-

tra, we use a blackbody at 10,000 K (Kowalski et al.

2015), generated with astropy (Robitaille et al. 2013;

Astropy Collaboration et al. 2018)9. This is then scaled

9 We note that the 10,000 K blackbody used is a simplified model.
Kowalski et al. (2013) have shown continuum enhancements con-
sistent with blackbody of temperatures ranging from 9000 to
14,000 K for a sample of mid-type M dwarf flares. While Gizis
et al. (2013) observe a flare around an L1 dwarf, and report a
white light flare continuum that corresponds to a 8000 K black-
body.

Figure 10. In this plot we show a BT-Settl model spectrum
(Allard et al. 2012) at 2700 K for vB 10, in addition to a
scaled 10,000 K blackbody. The black dashed line indicates
the SDSS i′ bandpass used for the observations in Section 4
to estimate the continuum enhancement, meanwhile the red
dotted line shows the Kepler bandpass used for the analysis
in Section 6.3. The bolometric luminosity for vB 10 is 1.67
×1030 erg/s (Tinney et al. 1993), while that for the 10,000
K blackbody is 1.22 ×1029 erg/s. This suggests that right
before the HPF observations the bolometric luminosity of
the flare was ∼ 7% of the total luminosity of the star.

to match the continuum enhancement of ∼ 12% seen in

SDSS i′ using the HET ACAM photometry before T1

(Section 4). These spectrum are plotted in Figure 10,

using which we find the bolometric luminosity during

this phase to be 1.22 ×1029 erg/s, which is about 7%

the bolometric luminosity of the vB 10.

We refer to the analysis of K2 light curves for

flares around ultracool dwarfs by Paudel et al. (2018)

to approximate the total energy released during this

flare. They analyze the temporal morphology of white

light flares around 2M0835+1029 (an M7 dwarf), and

2M1232-0951 (an L0 dwarf), as observed by K2 in the

Kepler bandpass10. We compare the rate of decay in the

IRT fluxes (Section 5.6)11, with the K2 flare light curve

for 2MASS J08352366+1029318 and 2MASS J12321827-

0951502. These two flares reach a comparable slope,

when the fluxes reach 12% and 8% of the peak flux, re-

spectively. Taking the average of these two, we estimate

that our measurements of the bolometric luminosity us-

ing the HET ACAM photometry are at about 10% of the

peak emission of 10× 1.22× 1029 erg/s or ∼ 1.22× 1030

erg/s. This is ∼ 70% of the total bolometric luminosity

10 Spanning 4183 – 9050 Å with a FWHM of 3993 Å.
11 This is consistent with the slope to a linear fit to the Pa 6 (γ)

flux decay.
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a) Mass loss rate for flaring phase b) Total mass loss for flaring phase

Figure 11. The atmospheric mass loss across a range of small planet radii (1.5 – 4 R⊕), and semi-major axis spanning 0.01
– 0.1 AU using Equation 1. a) This panel shows the rate of mass loss, assuming a a high energy luminosity (LHE = 1027

erg/s) equivalent to Fleming et al. (2000). To calculate the insolation at difference separations for vB 10, we use the bolometric
luminosity of log Lbol = -3.36 (Tinney et al. 1993)

b) We propagate the mass loss rate over 1 Gyr to calculate the cumulative atmospheric mass loss for a small planet around vB
10, with flare duration of 1 hour and frequency of once per 100 hours, as estimated in Section 6.3. As discussed in Section 6.4,
the mass loss during the quiescent phases should be approximately double the loss from such flares. The relatively low mass
loss rate estimated for vB 10 is consistent with its low v sin i, and is likely to have been higher earlier in its lifetime.

of the star. Furthermore, we integrate the area under

the two K2 flare curves and obtain the total energy re-

leased during the flares to be ∼ 8.5× the peak energy,

i.e., for the vB 10 flare, the total energy should approx-

imate ∼ 1031 erg. We note that this estimate is an

approximate, with an error of 50 – 100 % because of the

assumptions made regarding the temporal morphology

of these flares, as well as the error present in the flux

estimates from the HET photometry. Since we do not

have observations spanning the entirety — both tem-

porally and in wavelength — of the flare, we use these

comparisons to understand the nature of the flare.

6.3. Estimating the flare frequency

Paudel et al. (2018) average the flare rates for ultra-

cool dwarfs across different spectral types, as a function

of the total energy released in the Kepler bandpass dur-

ing the flare. To estimate the flare frequency using these,

we need to calculate the energy released for vB 10. To

do so, we multiply a blackbody of 10,000 K (Section 6.2)

with the Kepler bandpass (Figure 10), and integrate it

to estimate the luminosity during the decay phase in the

Kepler band to be 2.5× 1028 erg/s. Based on the scal-

ing obtained in the previous section, this corresponds

to 2 × 1030 erg released in the Kepler bandpass dur-

ing the flare. In Figure 10 and 12a from Paudel et al.

(2018), this flare energy corresponds to an average flare

frequency of once every 100 or 120 hours respectively.

We also use HPF observations to place an independent

upper limit on the cadence of flares of similar energy on

vB 10. We attempted to bound the flare rate of vB

10 under the assumption that—as shown for other M

dwarfs (e.g. Pettersen & Hawley 1989; Chang et al. 2015;

Li et al. 2018)—the star flares at times well described by

a Poisson distribution. With only one flare in the data

set, we are unable to fully constrain the flaring frequency

of VB 10 for such flares, but we can provide an upper

bound.

We created simulated time series of flares, representing

the flare series as a square wave with Poisson-distributed

pulses. The height of each pulse is constant, as we seek

to constrain the frequency of any flares energetic enough

to be clearly noticed in the HPF spectral series. The

temporal spacing of the simulated flares is determined

by a wait time (the average time between flare events),

and the number of flares per flare series is set such that

the time baseline of the series matches or exceeds the

baseline of the HPF data. We run this simulation for a

flare duration (=pulse width) of 1 hour.

For each flare wait time, 10,000 trials are performed,

with each trial creating a new flare series and new flare

distribution. For each trial, we consider an individual

simulated flare to be “recovered” if it occurs during a

time matching a timestamp from our HPF time series.

After all 10,000 trials, the numbers of “recovered” flares

are then organized into a histogram to determine the

peak number of recovered flares for a given wait time.
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To avoid double counting where two data points may

occur within one flare, a flare is no longer counted in

that series/trial once one data point is found to occur

within the flare. In this case, we looked for a peak of

one recovered flare, just before the peak transitions to

two. At this point, the wait time is the maximum flare

frequency (or in other words, the star cannot flare more

often than wait time days). Therefore, for a flare dura-

tion of 1 hour (Paudel et al. 2018), we obtain a maximum

flare frequency of once every 2.5 days (or 60 hours). This

upper limit to the frequency is consistent with the esti-

mate of ∼ 100 hours based on the scaling from the K2

ultracool dwarf flare observations (Paudel et al. 2018).

6.4. Implication for Photoevaporation

Atmospheres of close in exoplanets are susceptible to

photoevaporation due to high energy ionizing radiation

(Owen & Jackson 2012). Similar EUV and X-ray ra-

diation has been reported for vB 10, during both qui-

escent (Fleming et al. 2003) and flaring phases (Linsky

et al. 1995; Fleming et al. 2000; Berger et al. 2008). We

attempt to place limits on the mass loss rates of a hy-

pothetical small planet (Rp < 4 R⊕) across a range of

radii and separation from the star, using a simplified ver-

sion of the formalism from Erkaev et al. (2007), Penz &

Micela (2008), and Owen & Jackson (2012) to estimate

the mass loss rate (Ṁ):

Ṁ =
πR3

p

GMp

LHE
4πa2

, (1)

where Rp, and Mp are the planetary radius and mass

respectively, a represents the semi-major axis, G the

gravitational constant, and LHE the high energy ion-

izing radiation luminosity. We use the MRExo (Kanodia

et al. 2019) mass-radius relation for M dwarf planets,

to predict planetary masses for a range of radii. We

are unable to constrain the Extreme Ultra-violet (EUV)

emission for vB 10 with our data spanning the decay

phase of this flare. However, we expect the early stages

of this flare to be accompanied by high energy EUV and

X-ray radiation based on previous flare observations of

vB 10. We calculate the mass loss rate over 1 Gyr for two

cases i) using the estimates for frequencies of such flares

from our observations, and an LHE equivalent to the X-

ray flare reported by Fleming et al. (2000) (LHE = 1027

erg/s) as an upper limit (Figure 11), and ii) using the

quiescent X-ray luminosity of 2×1025 erg/s, as reported

by Fleming et al. (2003); Berger et al. (2008). In the first

case, we use the flare frequency of once every 100 hours

(Section 6.3), and a duration of 1 hour (based on Paudel

et al. 2018), i.e., a duty cycle of ∼ 1% (this is consistent

with the 3 ± 1% duty cycle estimated by Hilton (2011)

for the M7 – M9 spectral subtype.). Conversely, in the

case of quiescent high energy radiation, the X-ray lumi-

nosity is about 1/50th that of the flares. Given the 1%

duty cycle for such flares, and the characteristics stated

above, the mass loss during the quiescent phase should

be higher (2x) than that from the flaring phase.

For reference, according to the planetary models from

Lopez & Fortney (2014), the atmospheric envelope mass

fraction for sub-Neptune in the radius valley (Fulton

et al. 2017) with radius = 1.7 R⊕, mass = 3.4 M⊕ and

insolation of 1 S⊕ (Semi-Major Axis = 0.02 AU), should

be 0.2% or an atmospheric mass of 7×10−3 M⊕. There-

fore, the total atmospheric mass loss over a Gyr is 0.5%

of the atmospheric mass given similar flares (Figure 11).

Using this hypothetical sub-Neptune in the Habitable

Zone of vB 10 as an example, we place limits on the

atmospheric mass loss from flaring and quiescent high

energy radiation.

We include the caveat that we have assumed the rate

of radiation to be constant with stellar age in this work.

vB 10 has a low v sin i (Reiners et al. 2018), and is likely

to have been more active with more frequent flares, and

a higher LX/Lbol when it was younger (Paudel et al.

2018, 2019; McDonald et al. 2019), resulting in a larger

mass-loss rate12. vB 10 was not observed by the Kepler

or K2 mission, but will be observed by the TESS in Cycle

4 during Sector 54 (July 2022). This will help place

better limits on the flare rate as a function of energy for

vB 10, similar to work from Feinstein et al. (2020), which

will also be useful to constraint planetary atmospheric

losses due to photoevaporation.

7. CONCLUSION

In this work, we present observations of a flare around

the ultracool M8 dwarf vB 10, which include high res-

olution NIR spectra from HPF, as well as photometry

from the acquisition camera (ACAM) on HET. We draw

the following conclusions based on the HPF spectra -

• We use the HPF spectra to measure emission in

the calcium infrared triplet, Paschen lines, the He

10830 Å triplet, as well as iron and magnesium

lines.

• We present evidence for observations of coronal

rain on this star, which is not only the first time

it has been observed on such a late type star, but

also the first time it has been observed in the He

I triplet for M dwarfs. This is in the form of an

12 Furthermore, for simplicity we do not consider the Roche-lobe
effects discussed by Erkaev et al. (2007) in these calculations.
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asymmetry in the He I triplet, ∼ 70 km/s redwards

of the primary lines, as well as tentative evidence

of a similar asymmetry for the Pa 6 (γ) line.

• We flux calibrate the HPF spectra and estimate

the absolute flux emitted in the various lines dur-

ing the flare. We also note that the Calcium,

Paschen and Helium lines are consistent with be-

ing optically thick.

• Utilizing the non destructive readout capability of

the HPF detector we reconstruct the temporal evo-

lution during the gradual decay phase of the flare.

The large HET aperture (∼ 10 m), allows for high

resolution spectral observations of this ultracool faint

dwarf, which help place strict upper limits (|v| < 5

km/s) on the velocity offsets of the emission features

in the spectra. Detailed hydrodynamic modelling of the

atmospheres of these faint ultracool dwarfs, with their

molecular hazes at low Teff is notoriously difficult. How-

ever, ongoing RV surveys should provide for serendipi-

tous flare observations similar to those presented here,

which should help extend the models to these lower tem-

peratures.

We measure a continuum enhancement in the ACAM

photometry, which we use to calculate the bolometric

luminosity of the flare assuming a 10,000 K blackbody.

We estimate that at its peak, the flare had a bolometric

luminosity ∼ 70% that of the star itself! Using scaling

relations developed from K2 observations of ultracool

dwarfs, we also estimate the frequency of similar flares

around vB 10. Finally, we discuss the XUV radiation

that is released during such flares, and its impact on the

atmospheric evolution of planets.

APPENDIX

A. SPECTRAL REDUCTION AND CORRECTION

A.1. Telluric Correction

We perform telluric correction on the sky subtracted spectrum following a procedure similar to Robertson et al.

(2016). We use the sky subtracted spectrum after correcting for the intra (and inter) order instrument response

(Section A.3). The telluric correction is performed using the TERRASPEC code (Bender et al. 2012; Lockwood et al.

2014), which uses the LBLRTM radiative transfer code (Clough et al. 2005) to generate a synthetic telluric absorption

function which calculates a telluric model using an observer’s altitude, target zenith angle, and telluric conditions

integrated over a given science observation. LBLRTM uses the HITRAN 2012 database of molecular lines (Rothman

et al. 2013) and can access a variety of standard atmospheric models. The telluric absorption function is combined in a

forward model with the instrument profile, which we parameterize as a series of overlapping Gaussian functions (e.g.,

Valenti et al. 1995; Endl et al. 2000). We use non-linear least-squares minimization (Markwardt 2009) to optimize the

integrated column depths of the atmospheric molecules and instrument profile parameters to best match the observed

science spectrum. To process the HPF spectrum, we used the U.S. standard atmospheric model (National 1992), with

the instrument profile as described above. We use the water-dominated telluric regions in our spectrum to get initial

values for water column depth and instrument profile. We then use this as the initial values for each order-by-order fit

to the HPF spectrum. We opt to fit each order separately to account for any slight changes in the instrument PSF as

the wavelength increases. However, there are still wavelength regions that are quite heavily contaminated by tellurics

(mainly water vapour), and are shown in Figure 12 as the shaded spectrum.

In addition to the telluric absorption correction, we also perform a sky subtraction to correct for hydroxyl radical OH

sky emission lines using the simultaneous sky spectrum obtained by HPF’s sky fiber (Kanodia et al. 2018). Correction

of the sky emission features is especially important for the He 10830 Å region, and is performed by scaling and

subtracting the sky spectrum from the science spectrum (Ninan et al. 2020).

A.2. Velocity Correction

The telluric-corrected spectrum is shifted to the solar system barycentric frame using barycorrpy (Kanodia & Wright

2018), the Python implementation of the algorithms from Wright & Eastman (2014). We estimate the absolute RV of

vB 10 to be 35.5 km/s, which is calculated by stepping the vB 10 spectrum against HPF spectrum of GJ 699 (after

shifting the GJ 699 spectrum to the stellar rest frame). in velocity space, and minimizing the χ2. This is consistent
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Figure 12. The relative instrument response as a function of wavelength. The dashed lines mark the positions of the lines
considered in this analysis (Table 2). Note the irregularly shaped HPF instrument response in the wavelength region spanning
the first two IRT lines (Order Index 3–4; ∼ 8490 – 8550 Å), which is attributed to an absorption band in the multilayer HPF
mirror coating. The shaded spectrum in the background is a representative telluric model generated from TelFit (Gullikson
et al. 2014). This indicates the regions of heavy telluric absorption which reduce the local instrument response in particular
orders.

Figure 13. An example of the spectral subtraction, with the sample spectrum shown in the top panel, the template in the
middle, and the residuals in the bottom. While the excess at the position of the Pa 7 (δ) line is apparent in the residual
spectrum, it is harder to tease out before subtracting a quiescent template.
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with the absolute RV from estimates from Mohanty & Basri (2003), Zapatero Osorio et al. (2009), Reiners et al. (2018),

and also the Gaia DR2 measurement for GJ 752 A13 (the brighter binary companion).

A.3. Relative instrument response calibration

To estimate the ratios of flux emitted across different lines we need to correct for the intra-order instrument response

variation due to the grating blaze function, as well as the inter-order overall chromatic instrument response. In addition

to the grating blaze function, for HPF order index 3 (∼ 8410 – 8530 Å), we also see a higher order chromatic effect

that is attributed to a flaw in the multilayer reflection coating in HPF (Figure 12). We also need the flux calibration

to convert from measured photo-electrons to spectral flux density units (ergs s−1cm−2Å−1).

We first modelled HPF spectrum of the A0 star HR 3437 with a v sin i broadened14 model spectrum of Vega (Castelli

& Kurucz 1994). The broadened model spectrum were interpolated onto the stellar wavelength grid, and then divided

from the HPF spectrum. The ratio (stellar to model) spectrum represents the relative instrument response, and was fit

using 4th degree Chebyshev polynomials (Chebyshev 1854). The converging Paschen series15 (Paschen 1908) of lines

(Kramida 2010; Kramida et al. 2020) in this spectrum of HR 3437 are not accurately modelled by the Vega spectrum,

and hence need to be masked. Despite the masking, lines at the edges of the HPF orders skew the response fit, and

prevent robust unbiased estimation of the instrument response.

We then used HPF observations of the G3 dwarf star 16 Cyg B, alongside CALSPEC model spectrum for the same

target (Bohlin et al. 2014, 2020). The CALSPEC model spectrum does not require v sin i broadening, and was

interpolated onto the stellar wavelength grid, and then normalized to 1. The ratio of stellar to model flux is then

median smoothened with a kernel of 101 pixels, and fit with a Chebyshev polynomial after masking the Paschen lines,

similar to before. This gives a more unbiased estimate of the instrument response than the A0 spectrum, primarily

because the Paschen lines in 16 Cyg B are not broadened to the same extent as the A0 stars, with much lesser

rotational, temperature, and pressure broadening (Gray 1992).

This procedure gives us the relative instrument response which corrects for the inter, and intra-order response

variation, and converts the measured HPF spectrum from electrons to spectral flux density units. To account for

varying atmospheric extinction due to changing water vapour and dust levels between the epoch corresponding to the

flare observations, and that for the 16 Cyg B observations, we conservatively assume a ∼ 10% error. This is based on

observations of CALSPEC flux standards to estimate the HPF instrument response, where we note relative chromatic

trends at ∼ 10% across the response calculated for the HPF bandpass across observations that are temporally spaced

by more than a few minutes. Additionally, we also include a 10% error term to account for inaccuracies in the inter-

order normalization while correcting the instrument response. Adding these individual error terms in quadrature, we

ascribe an error of 15% to our response corrections per extracted pixel.

A.4. Absolute calibration

We also scale the response corrected vB 10 spectrum to 3.435×10−14 ergs s−1cm−2Å−1 corresponding to its 2MASS

J magnitude of 9.9 at 12350 Å (Cutri et al. 2003). Doing this enables us to estimate the absolute flux (and therefore

energy) emitted in specific atomic lines during the flare. Here we make the assumption that the bolometric luminosity

of vB 10 remains constant between the epoch of 2MASS observations in 2003 (Cutri et al. 2003), and the vB 10 flares

as observed by HPF.

A.5. Spectral subtraction

The complexity of the late M dwarf spectrum, and lack of real continuum for any equivalent-width like measurements,

led us to adopt the spectral subtraction method to quantify the emission flux during the flare (Paulson et al. 2006).

We normalize and take the weighted average for 2x 945 s exposures of vB 10 from 2018 September 24, 03:19 UTC in

the stellar rest frame, as a quiescent epoch reference spectrum. This spectrum is telluric corrected similar to the flare

spectrum described in Section 3. Before subtraction, both the flare and quiescent spectrum are normalized, instrument

response corrected and flux calibrated using the procedure described in Section A.3 and Section A.4. An example of

this is shown for the Pa 7 (δ) line in Figure 13, where we note that the Pa (and similarly the Ca or He) lines can get

13 Note that there are no Gaia radial velocity estimates for the bulk
velocity of vB 10.

14 v sin i broadening of 193 km/s (Dı́az et al. 2011)
15 Atomic Hydrogen transitions to n = 3 level, with λn∞ = 8207

Å (Vacuum; Air = 8204 Å)
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obscured in the molecular haze for such an ultracool dwarf, and are not observed to be in strong absorption during

quiescence.. Since HPF is a highly stabilized spectrograph with a scrambled fiber input (Halverson et al. 2015), we

can perform this subtraction without accruing errors from variable seeing conditions (between the reference and flare

epochs) or guiding jitter (Kanodia et al. 2021).

B. ACAM PHOTOMETRY REDUCTION

All ACAM frames were 2D bias and dark subtracted. In addition, we reject cosmic rays using the L.A. Cosmic

technique (van Dokkum 2001) which uses the Laplacian edge detection as implemented in ccdproc (Craig et al. 2017).

We also correct for column pattern noise in the detector, by masking out the sources, and then subtracting the masked

mean value from each column. An approximate world coordinate system (WCS) is available in the header in the form

of the telescope right ascension (RA) and declination, but that does not take into account the orientation of the guide

camera. In the case of the ACAM, we find that packages like astrometry.net (Lang et al. 2010) fail in finding a plate

solution due to a combination of the small field of view, limiting magnitude, and the movement of high proper motion

targets in the field. A more accurate WCS plate solution is added to the headers by detecting sources in the images,

and comparing them to the Gaia DR2 catalogue (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) within a 5’ radius using astroquery

(Ginsburg et al. 2019). This subset of the Gaia catalogue is propagated to the epoch of observation by applying space

motion, and a transformation from the detected pixel positions to Gaia positions is applied to obtain a WCS solution.

These images were filtered out by eye based on threshold count values described below. In addition, we also filtered

out double images with a moving FOV, low peak counts in the target star (< 7000 counts), and background sky over

exposure (> 1000 counts). A multi-aperture photometric data analysis was completed using the Java-based image

processing software AstroImageJ (AIJ; Collins et al. 2017). We use a photometric aperture of 12 pixels (3.25′′) with

an inner sky annulus of 21 pixels (5.69′′) and outer sky annulus of 32 pixels (8.67′′) were selected based on the PSF

FWHM of the target star.
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